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Recently –a renewal of interest, initiated by the experimental LHC community  (M. Schott et al)  

how

Currently focus mainly on searches for the BSM phenomena
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Belavin, Polyakov, Schwarz,Tyupkin, 1975

Recent calculations of Instanton-induced processes in pp collisions : 1911.09726 : JHEP 

V.V.Khoze, D.Milne, M. Spannowsky, 2010.02287 : PRD 
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Sphaleron-transition on top 
of an energy barrier
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Instantons have never been observed experimentally, however, they are
playing very important role in the theoretical models of confinement and
chiral symmetry breaking 

Effectively –a family of new multiparton  vertices  in Feynman diagrams

Extended objects in space-time
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one of the biggest challenges for particle physics to date

‘soft bombs’ –high-multiplicity spherically symmetric distributions of relatively soft particles



Now in SHERPA

(small Minst )
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VVKhoze,Krauss,Schott-2020
VVKhoze,Milne,Spannowsky-2021
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Small instanton masses-large rates, but difficult to distinguish 
from soft QCD activity (+ PU ‘complications’ at high lumi).

A large mass-striking multijet signature, but a very low rate.
The S/B ratio falls very rapidly with I-mass increasing –a higher 
chance of observing the signal in the low-mass range.
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signal will become 

background.
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DIS HERA data seem to exclude the low range of expectations
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(dijet events lead to sphericity of S = 0)
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First limits based on existing LHC Minimum Bias data

simulated through the Delphes framework
no PU

BG
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(Phys.Rev.D 68 (2003) 034001) 
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Searching for the Instanton as a multiparticle cluster/fireball with a mass ~20-60 GeV  in events with an  LRG  
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Low Luminosity run (no PU) 

It is shown that by imposing appropriate cuts on final states we can select the kinematical region where the I-signal 
exceeds BG by a factor of at least 2.5. At                                            ,         measured                     
the rate is expected to be large enough to measure Instanton production in the events with LRG at low luminosity
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KMR-like

dominates
Fig.1



 Detecting two outgoing protons would allow placing an upper limit on Instanton mass.

state (‘hermiticity’)
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Full set of  analytical formulas for the 
partonic processes, calculated for the first  

time

HIC

UPC-no PU nightmare

Fig.2

Dominant 

~  hundreds of pb

Fig.3 L. Harland-Lang et al
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The x-



CENTRAL  PRODUCTION 

“PROPONENt’s”  Summary

pb



CONCLUSION

(lower end of partonic energies  20-80 GeV).

Potential for large sources of theoretical uncertainties covering orders of magnitude.
A practical point for future progress is to test theory normalization of predicted instanton 
rate with data.

An existing  lack of evidence by no means leads to the  conclusion that QCD instanton 
“does not exist”, but rather that their actual production rate is on the low end of predictions. 

Searches for the signal in non-diffractive events are very challenging: modeling the detailed 
final state,  background suppression, and separation from the possible SM and BSM sources 
of the “hedgehog-like ” events.  Events with a large pT signature are too rare.

Diffraction (single tag, CEP) promises some attractive advantages: cleaner  signal,  suppressed
‘standard’ backgrounds (MPI).  
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Searches  for Instantons with                                  in the CEP mode would require measurements with 
420m stations   (PPS, AFP) 

The direct experimental observation of Instanton-induced processes would be 
a real breakthrough in particle physics.

By imposing appropriate cuts on final states in SD we can select the kinematical region where 
the I-signal exceeds BG by a factor of at least 2.5.  The rate is expected to be large enough to 
measure Instanton production in the events with a single proton tag.



Strong need for enthusiastic experimental experts to join the efforts, addressing such issues as 
detector effects, PU at high luminosity, and timing resolution…..
(Marek Tasevsky  et al)
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The main obstacle currently – PU at high luminosity
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Hedgehog-like QCD background not accounted for (yet) 
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First limits based on existing LHC Minimum Bias data



V.V.Khoze, A.Ringwald-1991

V.V..Khoze,F.Krauss, M.Schott-1911.0977
V.V.Khoze,D. Milne, M.Spannowsky-2010.02287
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It is shown that by imposing appropriate cuts on final states we can select the kinematical region where the I-signal 
exceeds BG by a factor of at least 2.5. At                                            ,      measured                        
the rate is expected to be large enough to measure Instanton production in the events with LRG at low luminosity



V.V.Khoze,D. Milne, M.Spannowsky-2010.02287
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